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Professional Editing 
Spring 2017 I (3 credits) 
Course Description 
The term "editing" encompasses a range of skills, activities, and ways of thinking about writing that 
many professionals use in their careers. Some of you may be preparing for work as professional editors, 
while others may be preparing for professional careers in which being able to write and edit well will be 
an important part of your success. Those of you who are teachers may find that some of the specific 
techniques editors use would not work well with the students you teach, but the knowledge you develop 
as an editor will improve your ability to diagnose the strengths and weaknesses in your students' writing. 
In this course, we will carry out several different types of editing. Both copyediting and proofreading 
involve line-by-line editing for consistency, spelling, grammar, punctuation, and (sometimes) style. 
Comprehensive editing, on the other hand, involves editing for global issues such as content, 
organization, style, and design. In all cases, professional editors must be aware of a basic paradox 
affecting their work. On the one hand, editing is based not on intuition about language, but on specific 
expertise in the areas of grammar, punctuation, spelling, style, and organization. For this reason1 we will 
learn and use professional terminology; field-specific copyediting marks; and conventions of grammar, 
style, and organization in this course. On the other hand, the most effective editing addresses the 
rhetorical situation, even when those needs violate "rules." Severa! times during the semester, you will 
be asked to edit for specific purposes and audiences. 
A second challenge is that editors and teachers work with texts they have not written. Initially, working 
with another writer's text may be challenging for those of you who are used to the individual model of 
writing typically associated with higher education. Editors and teachers must learn how to affect positive, 
and often significant, changes to a document, while respecting the writer's continued "ownership" of 
that document. 
By the end of the semester, you will be expected to meet the following objectives: 
• Use professional language for discussing editing 
• Copyedit effectively for grammar, punctuation, spelling, and consistency 
• Edit documents globally for organization, content, style, and design 
• Adapt editing to specific rhetorical situations 
• Implement effective strategies for working with writers and clients 
• Successfully balance multiple projects and deadlines 
A note to graduate students: As graduate students in a cross-listed course, you are expected to meet a 
higher standard of both theory and practice. Your requirements will differ from those of the 
undergrads in two ways: (1) your final project will have a supplementary scholarly portion and (2) 
you may be asked to complete more complex comprehensive editing. 
Required Course Materials 
Course texts: 
• Rude, Carolyn. Technical Editing, 5th edition (provided by TRS) 
• Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition (provided by TRS) 
• Individual articles as assigned (available as PDFs on D2L) 
• A quality dictionary of your choice 
Technology needs: 
To complete this course successfully, you will need to have access to the following: 
• Regular access to a computer with reliable internet and speakers. 
• D2L. We will use a range of features, including email, discussion boards, content, and drop box. 
• Microsoft Word--the full version. We will use reviewing tools (e.g., track changes, compare 
documents), table tools, and the chart wizard. 
• Adobe Reader or Adobe Acrobat. You will need to open and read PDFs. 
• A scanner, digital camera, or Smartphone camera. Some assignments will have to be 
completed by hand to demonstrate that you can make correct print-based copyediting marks. 
You can then scan or photograph your completed work and send the file to me as a .PDF or .JPG. 
• A Google/Gmail Account. We will use Google Drive to complete some team-based 
assignments; I will also offer video conferencing through Google Hangouts. This collaborative 
writing and editing software (and others like it) is increasingly used in professional and 
educational settings. If you do not have a Google account or do not prefer to use your regular 
Google/Gmail address for school-related material, you may create one specifically for this 
course. 
• Headphones that can be plugged into your computer. 
For some of the resources above, 1 will provide tutorials to help you complete tasks. Because 1 assume 
some technologies are familiar and because versions of software differ, for some tasks, you may want to 
use help menus and internet resources. I am happy to provide assistance in using any technologies that 
you struggle with. Because providing help and resources takes time, you should make requests for 
tutorials well in advance of assignment deadlines. 
Course Requirements 
The best way to learn editing is to practice it--a lot. For that reason, you can expect this class to be largely 
hands-on. While the reading load will be relatively light for a 4000-level class, you should expect to have 
multiple activities and/or assignments to complete each week. (Federal credit hour guidelines state that 
one credit hour is equivalent to three hours of work per week, so for this three-credit course, you should 
expect to invest up to nine hours per week. If you're interested in more information on how credit hours 
are defined, check out this website: 
http://policy.hlcommission.org/Federal-Regulation/assignment-of-credits-program-lenath-and­
tuition.html) 
Practice Exercises: Each week, you will complete several brief exercises from the textbook and from 
handouts and quizzes provided through D2L. You will submit these exercises and receive answers and/or 
feedback on them. The exercises themselves will not be graded, but will receive points for completeness. 
We will also have unannounced quizzes over the assigned reading. 
Copyeditingfproofreading assignments: You will do line-by-line copyediting/proofreading of four 
documents. These assignments will apply the skills from our readings, and exercises and will receive 
individual grades. Evaluation criteria: correct use of markup symbols; ability to identify and correct errors 
in grammar, punctuation, and spelling; ability to edit for consistency and style; legibility and clarity of 
editing. 
Comprehensive editing assignments: You will comprehensively edit multiple documents for content, 
organization, style, and design. Evaluation criteria: ability to adapt to rhetorical situation, ability to 
identify and edit for comprehensive issues, ability to work effectively with writers, professionalism, 
clarity and correctness in writing. 
Collaboration: Two graded assignments and a number of practice exercises will be completed in groups. 
In addition, clients will be providing feedback on students' work process as well as on the quality of the 
students' work. Throughout the semester, you will keep a collaboration journal (viewable only by you and 
the instructor) in which you will complete assigned reflections related to your collaboration. At the end of 
the semester, you will receive an overall grade for your collaboration based on your self-reflection, peers' 
and clients' evaluations, and my observations of your contributions to teamwork. 
Final project: For most students, the final project will consist of work done on behalf of a client. ELA and 
current teachers may choose between a client project and teaching unit: 
• Client project: You will comprehensively edit a major document or a series of smaller documents 
on behalf of an assigned client. Midway through the semester, you will submit a proposal 
outlining the project you plan to complete. Evaluation criteria: ability to work with clients and 
colleagues, comprehensive editing, copyediting, adaptation to audience and purpose, proposal 
writing. 
• Teaching unit (ELA and teachers only): You will design a unit or series of activities that retools 
concepts from the editing course to be taught in a grade-level class of your choice. The teaching 
unit must align with appropriate CCSS or other relevant standards 
Assessment 
Copyediting and proofreading assignments will be graded based on your ability to correctly identify and 
correct errors and inconsistencies using standard copyediting marks. As the semester progresses, you 
will also be graded on your ability to avoid hypercorrection (seeing "errors" that are not actually there). 
Comprehensive editing assignments will be graded holistically based on the areas of editing covered in 
that assignment (e.g., style, content, organization, layout/visual impact )as adapted to the audience, 
purpose, and context for which you are communicating. Each assignment will include specific 
assessment criteria. 
Students have the option to ask questions related to editing assignments prior to the submission 
deadline. While I will not go through the text and point out errors you have missed or edited incorrectly, I 
will answer specific questions you have about the text or your corrections. To do so, students 
should schedule an appointment to meet with me online. 
The grade breakdown for assignments is below. Note: I reserve the right to make additions and 
alterations to this assessment breakdown should the need arise. Students will be informed in class and in 
writing prior to any changes being made. 
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In some cases, a student may receive a "redo" on an individual assignment if that assignment does not 
meet the minimum requirements for that assignment. The student must then complete the assignment 
by the assigned deadline to receive a number grade on the assignment. 
At the end of the semester, if a student's grade is within 0.9% of the next highest letter grade, I will use 
the following to determine whether the grade will be rounded up: 
• Student met all deadlines for graded assignments. All assignments were complete at the time of 
submission. 
• Student missed no more than one required practice exercise or discussion board post. 
• Student took advantage of optional opportunities to revise or submit drafts for feedback. 
• Student took regular, timely advantage of opportunities for additional practice (e.g., optional 
self-assessments posted to D2L, office hour sessions with Dr. F). 
• Student received positive feedback from client and/or peers regarding the process of 
collaboration (e.g., meeting deadlines, communicating frequently, participating in meetings, 
helping to minimize conflict) 
Expected Conduct 
This class focuses on communicating effectively in professional settings. Communication within many 
organizations now takes place online, and this class will offer you plenty of opportunity to practice. 
Participation looks different in an on line environment than a face-to-face environment, but active, 
positive interaction remains an important part of successful classes and professional organizations. To 
that end, I direct your attention to the following course p olicies: 
• Meet deadlines established for the course, by your client, and by your team. 
• Log into D2L at regular intervals (at least four times per week) to see if there are emails, 
discussion board posts, or assignment feedback that you should respond to. (You may also 
choose to have email notifications sent to your regular email every time someone contacts you 
through D2L mail.) 
• Write all class correspondence (e.g., emails, discussion posts, text messages) professionally 
according to the expectations of the business world. Expect to receive feedback from me on the 
style, tone, content, and organization of your emails, texts, discussion board posts, etc. 
• Communicate regularly with teammates, clients, and me. When receiving a message that you 
cannot address substantively at this time, send an acknowledgment that you have received the 
message and indicating when you will respond substantively. 
• In this course, you will need to use advanced features of common software such as Microsoft 
Word and Google Drive, and you may be asked to use programs that are new to you. I will 
provide links to tutorials and out-of-class assistance at your request, but I expect you to be 
willing to develop the software skills you need to complete projects effectively. 
• All major assignments listed in the table above must be completed in order to pass the course. 
• Scholarly integrity and ethics--students are expected to maintain principles of academic 
integrity and conduct as defined in EIU's Code of Conduct. Violations will be reported to the 
Office of Student Standards. If you are in doubt of the appropriate way to identify your source, 
check with me before turning in the assignment. If you have any questions regarding 
appropriate handling of sources, collaboration, or past work, talk with me before turning in an 
assignment. 
If circumstances arise that may impact your ability to maintain our course policies, address the situation 
as you would in the workplace-professionally, courteously, and in advance. 
Contact Information 
You my reach me in one of the following ways: 
1. Come to my office hours in Coleman 3070: Tuesdays 1pm-3Pm or Thursdays 1 pm-3pm and 
5pm-6:45pm. A face-to-face meeting is best for addressing complex questions or concerns; you 
should also schedule a face-to-face meeting if you would like me to review a draft before 
submission. 
2. Email me through D2L at tafredrick. If you need to send me a large attachment or a link in 
Google Drive, send it to tfredrickwork@gmail.com. I try to respond to emails within 24 hours 
Mondays through Fridays. If it has been more than 24 weekday hours since you emailed me, feel 
free to contact me again. 
3. If you have a question or concern that is time sensitive, you may call or text me at (217) 714-
6028 during the following times: Monday-Thursday 8:45 am-s pm; Friday 8:45 am-3 pm; 
Sunday 5 pm-9 pm. If you text me, please identify yourself by name and course. (The course is 
especially important for those of you who have multiple courses with me this semester.) 
Writing-Centered Course 
[Undergraduates only] Any individual written text-based assignment of 750 words or more may be 
submitted from this class to the Electronic Writing Portfolio (EWP). If you choose to submit an 
assignment from this class to the EWP, you must do so by Thursday, April 27. 
Information for Students with Disabilities 
Most accommodations may be easily met in this class. If you are a student with a documented disability 
in need of accommodations to fully participate in this class, please contact the Office of Student 
Disability Services (OSDS). All accommodations must be approved through OSDS. Please stop by Ninth 
Street Hall, Room 206, or call (217) 581-6583 to make an appointment. 
The Student Success Center I Writing Center 
Students who are having difficulty achieving their academic goals are encouraged to contact the Student 
Success Center for assistance with time management, test taking, note taking, avoiding procrastination, 
setting goals, and other skills to support academic achievement. The Student Success Center provides 
individualized consultations. To make an appointment, call (217) 581-6696, or go to Ninth Street Hall, 
Room 1302. 
Students who would like assistance with writing assignments from this or any other course may meet 
on line or face-to-face with a Writing Center consultant. The Writing Center works with students from all 
disciplines, majors, and academic backgrounds at any stage of the writing process. To make an 
appointment for a face-to-face or Skype session, call (217) 581-5929, or go to Coleman Hall, Room 3110. 
OCDi Online Course Organization Worksheet 
Course Title: Course Description: 
ENG 4765: Technical Editing Editing is an important part of the work professional communicators do. In  
i-o--�--�----------------------1 this course, we will practice all levels of editing: copyediting for grammatic<il 
Course-Level Objectives: correctness and consistency, fact-checking, editing for style, editing for 
1. Use discipline-specific terminology, symbols, <ind technologies to design, and developmental editing for content and organization. We will edit 
articulate the grammar and structure of English texts from disciplines such as health, technology, business/marketing, and 
2. Copyedit effectively for grnmmar, punctuation, spelling, and the sciences. Because editing, like all communication, is contextual, we will 
consistency address the rhetorical choices editors have to make across cultures and 
3. Edit documents globally for organization, content, style, and design disciplines, and we will look at the different style guides that might influence 
4. Adapt editing to specific rhetorical situations what and how you edit. Because editing usually takes place within a larger 
5. Implement effective strategies for working with writers, clients, and organizational setting, we will also discuss project management, editor-
colleagues author relationships, and electronic editing. 
6. Successfully balance multiple projects and deadlines 
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The instructi0i181 rTiaterials, resources, readings, activities, assignments, t6ChnologYt001s�clild assessffients shOl.lldaTign with 
the learninq obiectives/outcomes for each module. 
Module, 
Week 1 
Topic or Title 
of Module 
I A. Introduction 
to editing 
B. Introduction 
to copyediting 
Learning 
Objectives or 
Outcomes 
• In pairs, analyze a 
document to 
determine its 
rhetorical situation 
(CLO 4-5) 
• Explain four types 
of copyediting 
(CLO 2) 
• Use standard 
copyediting marks 
to copyedit 
sentences (CLO 1 
I CLO 2) 
Instructional 
Materials and 
Resources 
• Brief video 
articulating the 
relationship 
between the 
different types of 
editing 
• Screencast video 
with audio 
demonstrating print-
based typesetting 
• Documents to be 
printed for practice 
editing (PDF) 
• Bricker memo 
assignment, step 1 
(Use Ch 2, ex #5 a-
Required I Learning I Technology Reading Activities and Tools 
Assinnments 
• Rude, Ch 1 (pp • Discussion • Survey (D2L) 
7-14) board: share • Scan or photo 
•Rude, Ch 4 how editg differs of print-
•Rude, Ch 2 from past marked pages 
•Rude, Ch 7 experience, • Discussion 
fears, goals board (D2L) 
•Ch 4, ex #1 •Uploaded 
• Discussion video & 
board: what screencast 
marks in C h  4 • Google Drive 
are confusing? • D2L D ropbox 
Try to answer 
others' 
questions 
• C h  2, ex #5a--g, 
Bricker letter 
steo 1 [done i n  
Assessments 
Formative 
assessments 
(feedback and 
completion grade): 
• Copyediting 
exercises 
(CLO 1-2) 
• Self-quiz 
• Bricker memo 
(step 1)(CLO 4) 
Collaboration 
assessment: 
(not yet graded) 
(CLO 5) 
• Partner/self 
reflection 
• Brief video assigned pairs]/ • E:vidence of 
explaining marks submit to contribution to · 
I that caused drop box collaborative 
' confusion (create •Ch 7, ex #1 Google Doc 
mid-week 1 )  • Assignment 4.1 
• Assignment 4.1 + (due week 2) Summative 
instructions assessment: 
• Collaboration AssignmentA.1 
reflection: what did (criteria: correct 
you/your partner do copyedtg marks, 
to facilitate collab? attention to 
what could you/they detail, typesettg) 
do better? What (CLO 1) 
one strategy will Optional you try in your next 
collaboration? assessments: 
• Handout: • Copyediting 
Guidelines for mark review 
working I 
(CLO 1) 
collaboratively 
• Supplemental 
online; Google 
copyediting .
.. 
Drive tutorial 
mark practice 
ICLO 1 \ 
Week 2 A. Copyediting • Use standard • Brief video showing •Rude, Ch 8 • Complete style • Scan/photo o f Formative 
for copyediting marks students how to •Rude, C h  9 guide research print-marked assessments 
Consistency, to edit passages navigate CMS 16 •Rude, C h  14 activity [done in pages (feedback and . . 
Spelling, for consistency, • Exercises from assigned pairs] • Discussion completion grade): 
Capitalization, spelling, Chapters 8-9 in the • Style guide board (D2L) • Copyediting 
& Abbreviation capitalization, and textbook wksht #1 •Google exercises 
abbreviation (CLO • Handout: confused • Consistency Hangout (CLO 1-2) 
B. Intro to com- 1-2) word pairs (PDF) editing wksht • Self-assessmt • Discussion 
prehensive • Use CMS 1 6  to  • Worksheets: editing #1 (D2L) , . board posts 
editing determine for consistency • Ch 9, ex#1, 6 •Uploaded (
CLO 1/ CLO 4) 
discipline-specific (.docx); • D iscussion video or 
• Self-quiz 
guidelines (CLO 1 abbreviation, board: Ch 9, ex screencast 
• Bricker memo 
I CLO 4) spelling, and #3 • D2L Dropbox 
(step 2) (CLO 3) 
• Identify areas for capitalizatn (.docx) • Discussion Collaboration 
comprehensive • Collaboration reflec: board: Citrus assessment: 
editing (CLO 3) share your collab Corp letter (not yet graded) 
goal with your • Bricker letter1 ICLO 5\ 
partner. How did step 2: what • Partner/self 
you I your partner would you edit reflection 
do on goals? What for? [paired w/ 1 • Evidence of 
goals for next time? Ch 14] contribution to 
• D2L Self- • Assignment 9.1 collaborative 
assessments: CMS (due week 3) GoogleDoc 
16 practice; spell ing 
and capitalization Summative · ... 
practice assessment: 
• Discussion board Assignment 9.1 
thread: set up Ch 9, (criteria: editg for 
ex #3 consistency, 
• Assignment 9.1 + spelling, capital, 
instructions abbreviation; 
• Bricker memo, step correct copyeditg 
2 (have students marks; typesettg) 
follow process in (CLO 1-2) 
Ch 14) 
Optional 
assessments: 
• Consistency 
editing suppl. 
(CLO 2) 
• Abbreviation 
suppl. (CLO 1-2 
• Spelling suppl. 
(CLO 2) 
• Capitalization 
sunnl. <CLO 2\ 
Week 3 A. Working • Create an editing • Fredrick, •Rude, Ch 3 •Review: • Discussion Formative 
with writers plan for writer "Organizational •Rude, Ch 17 consistency board (D2L) assessments 
B. Editing for approval prior to Principles" (PDF) • Fredrick, wksht •Word track (feedback and 
organization implementing • PpUhandout on org "Organizational • Discussion changes completion grade): 
editorial changes strategies Principles board: Propose •Google • Review Ch 8-
(CLO 3-5) • Model revised texts restatements of Hangouts 9 copyediting 
• Edit texts for org with marginal notes notes to writers • Self-assessmt (CLO 1-2) 
(CLO 3) • Supplemental (poorly written (D2L) • Org editing 
handout: how to and/or • Screencast exercises 
write a memo addressing • D2L Dropbox (CLO 3) • Discussion 
. • Ethics lesson: ethical 
professional codes decisions) board posts 
of conduct (Ppt with • Organizational (CLO 4-5) 
audio) activities • Self-quiz 
• Worksheets: Ch 8- • Write Bricker lttr • Bricker memo 
9 review (.docx); (due week 4) (step 2) (CLO 3) 
organizational 
activities (.docx) Summative 
• Discussion board assessment: 
topic: editorial Bricker memo, 
statements to  · step 3 (criteria: 
. 
writers for students tone with 
to rewrite (at least writers; attention 
two involving ethical to comp. editing; 
decisions) memo format) 
• Bricker memo, step (CLO 3-4) 
3 instructions Optional 
• D2L self- assessments: 
assessments: Ch 2 • Suppl Ch 8-9 
& 14 terminology copyediting 
review; spelling (CLO 2) 
review, consistency 
review, abb. review, 
cao. review . 
Week 4 A. Terms for • Label parts of • Video explaining • Rude, Ch 10 •Review: • Word Track Format ive 
parts of speech and sentence functions (134-139) ·· Consistency Changes assessments 
speech, sentence functions & patterns (divide • Kolin, Ch 1 wksht • Discussion (feedback and 
sentence (CLO 1) 1-3 from 4-7?) • Rude, Ch 10 • Sentence board (D2L) completion grade): 
functions • Diagnose and • PPt & sumrnary (139-147) patterns wkshts • Uploaded • Copyediting 
B. Copyediting correct grammar table detailg PoS & #1-2 (second video and exercises 
for grammar problems using how to recognize wksht arrives screencast (CLO 1-2) 
correct copyediting them after feedback • PoS wksht 
marks (CLO 1-2) • Handouts: Modifier on first) 
(CLO 1) 
rules; sub"verb • Parts of speech • Sentence 
agreemt adv. rules; wksht #1 function wksht 
faulty predicatn • Ch 10 exercise (CLO 1) 
rules; pronoun rules • Discussion 
• Worksheets: Ch 8-
board posts · · 
9 review; PoS; sent. 
(CLO 11CLO 4) 
• Bricker memo 
function; copyedit (step 2) (CLO 3) 
qrammar/ usane 
. 
• Ethics lesson: 
Pronouns & other Optional 
labels matter (vid) assessments: 
. 
• Discussion board •PoS suppl. 
post: students (CLO 1) 
create their own •Sentence 
sentences (set for pattern suppl. 
students to rate (CLO 1) 
thumbs up/down if • Modifier suppl.. 
the sent. follows the (CLO 2) 
pattern correctly) • Faulty 
• D2L self- predicatn supp 
assessments: PoS (CLO 2) 
review; sent. functn • S-V agreemt 
review; faulty suppl. (CLO 2) 
predicatn review; 
modifier review; 
sub-verb review; 
pronoun review; 
spelling review, 
consistency review, 
abb. review, cap. .. 
review 
Week 5 A. Copyediting • Latiel parts of • Screencast Rude, Ch 15 •Review: � Word Track Formative 
for grammar speech and showing the Consistency & Changes assessments 
B. Intro to sentence functions process of editing grammar wksht • Google Drive (feeclback and 
style editing (CLO 1) for sent. core • Review: sent � Discussion completion grade): 
• Diagnose and • Ch 10 exercises patterns/ parts board (D2L) • Review Ch 8-
correct grammar • Worksheets: Ch 8- of speech wksht � D2L Groups 10 Copyeditg 
problems using 1 O review; editing • Edit "Miracle for •Google 
(CLO 1-2) 
correct copyediting for sent. core Megan" [ in Hangouts • 
"Miracle for 
marks (CLO 1-2) • Ethics lesson: Style assigned pairs] 
• Self- Meghan" I. editing plan • Edit a document is an ethics iss.ue I discussion assessment 
for appropriate (Ppt?) board: reflection (D2L) 
(CLO 2-4)?? 
tone (CLO 3-5) • Provide "Miracle for & discussion • Uploaded 
• 
Discussion 
• Edit sentences to Meghan" text and • Editing for screencast 
board post 
(CLO 3-4) 
create strong context I u nneeded info 
• D2L Dropbox 
• Editing for 
sentence core • Discussion board • Editing for sent. sentence core 
(CLO 3) topic: what was core #1 (CLO 1, 3) 
challenninn about 
. 
Week 6 A. Style • Edit sentences to 
editing create strong 
B. Online sentence core 
editing (CLO 3) 
• ·Edit passages for 
' 
appropriate tone 
(CLO 3-5) 
• Use features of 
'· Microsoft Word I . . 
editg the "M for M" 
text? How did you 
balance editg & 
style? 
• Collab reflection: 
reflect on week 2 
goals; handling of 
diff opinions 
• D2L self-
assessments: PoS 
review; sent. functn 
review; faulty 
predicatn review; 
modifier review; 
sub-verb review; 
pronoun review; 
spelling review, 
consistency review, 
abb. review, cap. 
review 
• Worksheets: Ch 8-
10 review; editing 
for sent. core; 
, . editing for torie 
• Ch 1 5- 1 6  exercise; 
Ch 5, ex #2 (set up 
as d iscussion board 
activity and divvy 
up?) 
• Rude,.Ch 1 6  
• Rude, C h  5 (pp 
59- 64) 
•Rude, C h  6 
.. 
s�mma!ive 
assessment: 
ballelin§ 
sentense 
f�nstion ana 
parts of speeoh 
(oriteria: 
lmowle89e f 
parts of speooh 
ans senlenoe 
funotions) 
(GbO 1) 
. Collaboration . 
assessment: 
(not yet graded) 
(CLO 5) 
• Partner/self 
reflection 
• Evidence of 
contribution to  
I collaborative 
Google Doc 
1 ·0ptional 
assessments: 
• Ch 8-1 0 suppl 
(CLO 2) 
• Sen\, function & 
PoS ICLO 1) 
• Review: Editing • Word Track Formative 
for consistency Changes, assessments 
& grammar Styles, (feedback and 
• Review: Editing Compare completion grade): 
for sent. Docs, etc. • Review Ch 8-
structure/PoS •Google 10 copyeditg (CLO 2) • Editing for sent. Hangouts 
core #2 • Self"assessmt • Editg for style .. 
• Ch 1 5- 1 6  (D2L) exercises (CLO 3-4\ 
Google Drive to • Tutorials (handout exercises • D2L quiz • Microsoft 
track changes 
+ activity): using • TOne. exercises • D2L Dropbox review tools . . . 
made to a text Microsoft editing • C h  5, ex #21 exercise (CLO 
· 
(CLO 1) tools; using Google C h  6, ex #2 1) . 
. • Demonstrate Drive editing tools ( modify w/more 
ability to • Assignment 17 .1 explicit . Summative 
.
· manipulate text instructions & text instructions) assessment: 
using tools in to be edited 
.
·
. • Assignment • Assignment 
Word (CLO 1) • D2L.self- 17.1 (due wk 7) 17 .1 (criteria: 
assessments: style editg for style 
terminology review; and org; 
style editing review; copyeditg for 
PoS review; sent. spelling. 
functn review; abbrev, 
faulty predicatn consistency, 
. 
review; modifier grammar) 
review; sub-verb (CLO 1-4) 
review; pronoun Optional review; spelling 
review. consistency 
assessments: 
review. abb. review. • Ch 8-1 O suppl 
cap. review 
(CLO 1-2) 
• Sent function 
& PoS ICLO 1 \ 
Week? A. Punctuation • D iagnose and • PPt with audio •Rude. Ch 1 1  • Review: Editing • Word Track Formative 
copyediting correct grammar lecture of the four for consistency Changes assessments 
problems using sentence types and grammar • Google (feedback and · .  
correct copyediting • Ch 1 1  exercises • Review: Editing Hangouts completion grade): 
marks (CLO 1-2) • Handout: for style/tone • Uploaded • Review Ch 8-
punctuation rules • Review: Sent. screencast 1 o Copyeditg 
• Worksheets: Ch 8- patterns/PoS • Discussion (CLO 1-,.2) 
1 O review; editing • C h  1 1  board (D2L) • Review style 
for sent. core exercises • D2L Dropbox 
editg (CLO 3-4) 
review • Punctuation 
• D iscussion board copyeditg 
. post: students exercises 
create their own (CLO 1-2) 
sentences (set for • Discussion 
students to rate board post 
thumbs up/down if 
(CLO 1-2) 
• Editina far 
the sent. follows the 
pattern correctly) 
• Assignment 11.1 
text and instructions 
• D2L self-
assessments: style ' 
•
· 
terminology review; 
style editing review; 
PoS review; sent. 
functn review; 
faulty predicatn 
review; modifier 
review; sub-verb 
review; pronoun 
review; spelling 
review, consistency 
review, abb. review, 
cap. review 
.. 
Week8 A. Compre- • In  teams of three, • Tutor ial ( handout + • Rude, Ch 23 
hensive review document activity) Using •Rude, Ch 22 
Editing to create editing Microsoft font tools (pp332-339) 
B. Understan- plan (CLO 1-4) • Discussion board • Rude, Ch 5 (PP 
ding type • In teams of three, thread: students 61-64) [review] 
develop a plan to post an analysis 
collaboratively and review of a 
complete a team- typeface (including 
based editing outside review(s) if 
project (CLO 5-6) available-post a 
• Adjusttype in .a sample for Comic 
document Sans) 
according to • Ppt: effective online 
specifications collaboration .. 
(CLO 1) • Assignment 18.1 
• Use features of instructions, text to 
Microsoft Word to be edited, and 
set formatting template for editing 
. 
•Teams • Google Drive 
complete work •Google 
plan and editing Hangouts 
objectives for • Discussion 
team project board (D2L) 
• Teamsrecord/ • Uploaded 
save one chat screencast 
or Google • D2L self-
Hangout (will assessment 
use for week 9 • D2L quiz 
analysis activity • D2L Dropbox 
• Typesetting 
activity (students 
change typeface, 
leading, 
justification, etc. 
• Discussion 
board: students 
sentence core 
(CLO 1, 3) 
Summative 
assessment: 
Assigriment1 1c1 
(criteria: 
copyedit for 
spelling, abbrev, 
consistency, 
grammar, punct) 
(CLO 1-2) 
Optional 
assessments: 
• Ch 8-10 suppl 
(CLO 2) 
• Sent. function 
& PoS (CLO 1) 
• Punctuation 
suppl (CLO 1-
2) . 
Formative 
assessments 
(feedback and 
completion grade): 
• Editing plan, 
step 1 
(CLO 1-4) 
• Microsoftfont 
tools tutorial 
(CLO 1) 
• Discussion 
board post 
(CLO 1) 
Summative 
assessment: 
Style Assignmt 
(cr iteria: apply 
stvles to a 
instructions on a plan analyze typeface document; 
text (CLO 1)  • Microsoft Word and post to ability to use 
styles assignment: discussion board Word tools; 
text to be types!; • Apply styles to attention to 
typesetting Assign. 11 . 1  detail) 
instructions (CLO 1) 
. • Collab reflection: · . 
how to balance ind Collaboration/ 
work times with time managemt 
coherent text? I assessment: 
coll ab. goals for this (not yet graded) 
' project? (CLO 5-6) 
• D2L self- • Partner/self 
assessments: punc reflection 
review, style • Evidence of 
terminology review; contribution to 
style editing review; team project 
PoS review; sent. Optional 
functn review; 
faulty predicatn 
ass!'lsSments: 
review; modifier 
•Suppl Ch 8-11 
review; sub-verb 
copyediting 
review; pronoun 
(CLO 2) 
review; spelling 
• Sent function 
review, consistency 
suppl (CLO 1) 
review, abb. review, 
• PoS review 
· ·  cao .. review 
(CLO 1) 
Week 9 A. Compre- • In teams of three, • Collab reflection; None • Review: Editing • Google Drive Collaboration/ 
hensive implement editing give students series for consistency, •Google time managemt 
Editing plan (CLO 1-6) of questions to grammar, and Hangouts assessment: 
answer reflect on punctuation • D2L Dropbox (not yet graded) 
synchronous mtg • Review: Editing • Discussion (CLO 5-6) 
they recorded/ for style/tone Board (D2L) • Partner/self 
saved week 8 • Teams work on • D2LselfC reflection . 
• D2L self- group project assessment • Evidence of 
assessments: punc • D2L Dropbox contribution to 
review, style team project 
terminology review; 
style editing review; Summative 
PoS review; sent. assessment: 
functn review; . Assignment 18.1 
faulty predicatn (crit(3ria: editg for 
review; modifier · org, style, content 
review; sub-verb design; copyedit; 
review; pronoun tone for writ ing to 
review; spelling author; letter 
review, consistency format) 
review, abb. review, (CLO 1-5) 
cap. review 
Optional 
assessments: 
.
. • Suppl Ch 8-11 
copyediting 
(CLO 2) 
• Sent function 
suppl (CLO 1) · 
• PoS review 
ICLO 1 \ 
Week 10 A Copyediting • Diagnose and • Screencast tutorial: Rude, Ch 12 • Review: Editing •Word Formative 
quantitative correct copyediting manipulating tables · for consistency, functions for assessments 
information errors in text and in Microsoft Word _ grammar! and creating and (feedback and 
B. Table re- formulas involving • Videos: numeral or punctuation building tables completion grade)
: 
design quantitative info word?; editing • Review: sent • Uploaded • Suppl Ch 8-11 
(CLO 1-2) formulae; editing 
.. 
patterns/PoS screencast copyediting, 
• Apply design stats •Ch 12 and video 
(CLO 1-2) 
principles to • Handout: edit ing exercises • D2L self-
• Quantitative 
effective redesign quantitative info • CMS 16 activity assessments copyediting 
of table (CLO 2-3) rules •Edit table 11.1 • D2L Dropbox exercises (CLO 
• Chapter 12  
1-2) 
• CMS 16 
exercises exercise (CLO 
• Worksheets: Ch 8- 1-2, 4) 
11 review; style edit 
. 
• Table editing Summative 
assignment assessment: 
• D2L self- Table edit and 
assessments: redesign (criteria: 
quantitative info copyediting; 
review, pUnc application of 
review, style design principle; 
. 
terminology review; abilitv to use 
style editing review; 1 Word tools) 
. PoS review; sent. (CLO 1-2) 
functn review; 
faulty predicatn Optional 
review; modifier assessments: . 
review; sub-verb •Suppl Ch 8-12 
review; pronoun copyediting 
review; spelling (CLO 2) 
' 
review, consistency • Sent f unction 
review, abb. review, suppl (CLO 1) 
cap. review • PoS review ICLO 1\ 
Week 11  Introduction to • Propose/plan final • Final project •Rude, Ch 24 • Review: Editing •Google Formative 
final project pr0ject that applies assignment • Rude, Ch 3 consistency, Hangouts assessments 
course concepts to guidelines [review] grammar, • Uploaded (feedback and 
a client-based • Worksheets: Ch 8- • Ch 14 (pp 209- punctuation, & video completion grade): 
project or teaching 1 2  review; project 212) [review] quantitative info • Suppl Ch 8-12 
unit (CLO 1-6) planning forms • Review: Editing copyediting, 
• Handout: Tips for for style/tone (CLO 1-2) 
working with clients • Review: Sent. • Editing plan 
or 
• Ethics lesson: patterns/PoS 
final project 
Ethical issues in • Propose/plan 
proposal (CLO 
client projects final project 
1-5) 
• Supplemental Collaboration/ 
handout: Writing time managemt 
effective emails assessment: 
• Collab. reflection (not yet graded) 
• D2L self- (CLO 5-6) 
assessments: • Email to client 
quantitative info • Partner/self 
review; punc reflection 
review, style • Evidence of 
terminology review; contribution to 
style editing review; project 
PoS review; sent. 
functn review; Optional 
faulty predicatn assessments: 
review; modifier •Suppl Ch 8-12 
review; sub-verb copyediting 
review; pronoun iCLO 2) 
review; spelling • Sent f unction 
review, consistency .. suppl (CLO 1) 
review, abb. review, • PoS review 
cao. review ICLO 1 \ 
Week 12 A. Editing for • Edit a passage • Ppt: 6 core design •Rude, Ch 18 • Review: Editing • Uploaded video Formative 
visual design and illustrations for principles •Rude, Ch 19 consistency, or screencast assessments 
[B. Final layout (CLO 3-4) • Ethics lesson: Ppt grammar, • Discussion (feedback and 
project] on ethics in visual punctuation, & board completion gr;ide ): 
design; links to quantitative info • D2L self- • Suppl Ch 8-:-12 
unethical design • Review: Editing assessments copyediting 
' • Ch 18-1g for style/tone •Google (CLO 1-2) . 
exercises •Ch 18-19 Hangouts • Visual design . exercises (CLO 
• Discussion board: exercises . • Google Drive 1, 3-4) 
( 1) features/ • Discussion • Discussion 
problems with a board: which board post 
document; (2) visual aid to .. (CLO 1, 4) 
which visual aid to choose & why 
choose and why? • D iscussion Collaboration/ 
(3) plans for board: editing time managemt 
editing graphs charts/graphs assessment: 
• Collab reflection (not yet graded) 
• Worksheets: Ch (CLO 5-6) 
8-12 review; sent • Email to client 
pattern & PoS • Partner/self 
review . reflection 
• D2L self- • Evidence of 
assessments: contribution to 
quantitative info I project 
review; punc ' 
review, style Optional 
terminology assessments: 
review; style • Suppl Ch 8-12 . editing review; copyediting 
Pas review; sent. ' (CLO 2) functn review; • Sent f unction 
faulty predicatn suppl (CLO 1) 
review; modifier • PoS review 
review; sub-verb (CLO 1) 
review; pronoun 
review; soellina 
. review, 
' consistency 
review, abb. 
review, cap. 
.
· review 
Week 13 A. Proofread- • Proofread. a • Ch 13 exercises • Rude, C h  13 • Review: Editing •Google Formative 
ing typeset passage • Worksheets: Ch 8- consistency, Hangouts assessments 
, [B, Final using standard 12 review grarnmar, • Google Drive (feedback and 
project] proofing marks • Collab. reflection punctuation, & • 02Lself- completion gradE>): 
(CLO l-2) • 02L self- quantitative info assessments • Suppl Ch 8-12 
assessments: • Review: Editing • 02L Dropbox copyediting 
proofreading; for style/tone 
(CLO 1-2) 
quantitative info •Ch 13 • Proofreading 
' exercises (CLO review; punc exercises 
review, style • Work on final 
1-2) 
terminology review; project Collaboration/ 
style editing review; . , . time managemt 
PoS review; sent. assessment: 
functn review; (not yet graded) 
faulty predicatn (CLO 5-6) 
review; modifier • Email to client 
review; sub-verb 
• Partner/self 
review; pronoun reflection 
review; spelling 
• Evidence of 
review, consistency contribution to 
review, abb. review, project 
cap. review 
Summative 
assessment: 
Assignrnent 13.1 · 
(criteria: correct 
proofreading 
marks, copyeditg . for errors) 
(CLO 1-2) 
. 
Optional 
assessments: 
•Suppl Ch 8-13 
conveditina 
(CLO 2) 
I • Sent function 
suppl (CLO 1 )  
• PoS review_ 
ICLO 1 \  
Week 14 A.  Editing in  • In  pairs, plan • Ch 20, ex #2�3 • Rude, Ch 20 • Review: Editing • Scan/photo of Formative 
global context revisions to be (post to discussion consistency, print-marked assessments 
[B. Final made to prepare a board?) grammar, pages (feedback and . . 
project] text for translation • Translation punctuation, & • Google Drive completion grade): 
(CLO 2-5) assignment: text to quantitative info •Google • Suppl C h  8-12 
be prepared and • Review: Editing Hangouts copyediting (CLO 1-2) ··. instructions for style/tone • Discussion 
• Worksheets: British • Review: board (D2L) • Globalization . 
vs American proofreading • D2L self' 
exercises (CLO 
English in HP; Ch • Discussion assessments 3-4
) 
• Discussion 
� 12 review; sent. board: Identify • D2L Dropbox board post 
function and PoS needed (CLO 3-4) 
review revisions for 
• Collab reflection passage to be Collaboration/ 
' 
• D2L self- translated time managemt 
assessments: • Work on final assessment: 
proofreading: project (not yet graded) 
quantitative info (CLO 5-6) 
review; punc • Email to client 
review, style 
• Partner/self 
terminology review; reflection 
style editing review; 
. 
• Evidence of 
. PqS review; sent. contribution to 
fu nctn review; project 
faulty predicatn 
review; modifier Summative 
review; sub-verb assessment: 
review; pronoun Preparing a text 
I review; spelling for translation 
review, consistency (criteria: attention 
review, abb. review, to detail; 
I cap. review command of 
issues related to 
translation) 
' 
.· 
.
. ICLO 1 3-4\ 
. 
Optional 
assessments: 
•Suppl Ch 8-13 
copyediting 
(CLO 2) 
• Sent function 
suppl (CLO 1) 
• Pas-review 
ICLO 1 \ 
Week 15 A. Final • Complete project • Worksheets: Ch 8- • Review: Editing • Google Drive Summative 
project that applies course 1 2  review; sent. consistency, • Google collaboration/ 
concepts to a function & PoS grammar, Hangouts time managemt 
client -based review punctuation, & • 02L self- assessment: 
project or teaching • Time mgmt. and quantitative info assessments (CLO 5-6) 
unit (CLO 1-6) collaboratn • Review: Editing • 02L Dropbox • Reflective 
reflection assignmt for style/tone essay 
instructions • Submit final addressing self 
• 02L self- project and partner 
assessments: evals, 
quantitative info communication 
review; punc with clients, and 
review, style instructor 
' feedback terminology review; 
style editing review; • Evidence 
PoS review; sent. across 
functn review; semester of 
faulty predicatn contribution to 
review; modifier team work 
review; sub-verb Summative review; pronoun 
review; spelling assessment: 
review, consistency Client project or 
review, abb. review, f inal teaching unit 
cap. review (criteria: variable) (CLO 1-6) 
Optional 
assessments: 
• Sunni Ch 8-13 
copyediting 
(CLO 2) 
• Sent function 
suppl (CLO 1) 
• PoS review 
(CLO 1) 
• Stvle editinq 
Final Assessment(sl: Proctored exam: Conveditina (Ch 8-12), style editing (Ch 15-16), and terminologl' (CLO 1-3) 
